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Abstract (300 words):
What might cities of the Global south look like in the ecologically hazardous future? Who would get to live, work and thrive in these cities? This paper examines two undergraduate architecture studio learning projects, separated by two years, and four hundred kilometres in Southern India, that took the “teaching-as-research” approach, and offered speculations on these increasingly urgent questions. Both studios had forty students working with three faculty members, and lasted about two months. While one studio centred itself on the case of the fringe town of Vaniyambadi in Tamil Nadu state, that had at its core a tannery: a colonial relic that, with great tenacity, continued to reproduce the politics of extraction in its material and human practices. While discounted from contemporary global discourses on industrial pollution and humane work, this factory town is an active participant in the global networks of leather trade. The second studio located itself in Nedumangad, an old satellite town to the erstwhile royal capital of the Travancore state, Trivandrum – also the current capital of Kerala state. The studio sought to build on this historically liminal political identity, to explore ways in which an old urban fabric could be reimagined, through active negotiated practices into an inclusive city. Along with learning opportunities, both studios were conceptual speculations on imminent futures of the postcolonial city: (how) could these urban systems, born out of
exploitative and centralizing tendencies, be transformed into generative and empathetic habitats? What kinds of methodological strategies would such a conceptual commitment to ecological urbanism and ecosophic urbanism entail? What would an urban design project, that deliberately decentres the anthropocentric, and draws on networks between human and non-human actors, look like? This paper expands on the methodological, conceptual and strategic findings of such a radical shift, through the stories of two Indian towns.
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